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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two tasks must you perform to configure SNMPv3 on the
Cisco ASA? (Choose two.)
A. Configure an SNMP group.
B. Configure the SNMP listening port.
C. Configure a local user to manage the ASA.
D. Configure a recipient for SNMP notifications.
E. Configure a local user with privileges to use SNMP only.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/asa/asa84/config
uration/guide/asa_84_cli_con fig/monitor_snmp.html#99414

NEW QUESTION: 2

In which type of EIGRP configuration is EIGRP IPv6 VRF-Lite
available?
A. passive
B. stub
C. named mode
D. classic mode
Answer: C
Explanation:
The EIGRP IPv6 VRF Lite feature provides EIGRP IPv6 support for
multiple VRFs. EIGRP for IPv6 can operate in the context of a
VRF. The EIGRP IPv6 VRF Lite feature provides separation
between routing and forwarding, providing an additional level
of security because no communication between devices belonging
to different VRFs is allowed unless it is explicitly
configured. The EIGRP IPv6 VRF Lite feature simplifies the
management and troubleshooting of traffic belonging to a
specific VRF. The EIGRP IPv6 VRF Lite feature is available only
in EIGRP named configurations. ReferencE.
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/ipv6/configura
tion/15-2mt/ipv6-152mt-book/ip6-eigrp.html#GUID-92B4FF4F-2B68-4
1B0-93C8-AAA4F0EC1B1B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to implement the monitoring of SalesSQLDb1. The
solution must meet the technical requirements.
How should you collect and stream metrics? To answer, select
the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: The server, the elastic pool, and the database
Senario:
SalesSQLDb1 is in an elastic pool named SalesSQLDb1Pool.
Litware technical requirements include: all SQL Server and
Azure SQL Database metrics related to CPU and storage usage and
limits must be analyzed by using Azure built-in functionality.
Box 2: Azure Event hubs
Scenario: Migrate ManufacturingSQLDb1 to the Azure virtual
machine platform.
Event hubs are able to handle custom metrics.
Incorrect Answers:
Azure Log Analytics
Azure metric and log data are sent to Azure Monitor Logs,
previously known as Azure Log Analytics, directly by Azure.
Azure SQL Analytics is a cloud only monitoring solution
supporting streaming of diagnostics telemetry for all of your
Azure SQL databases.
However, because Azure SQL Analytics does not use agents to

connect to Azure Monitor, it does not support monitoring of SQL
Server hosted on-premises or in virtual machines.
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Answer: D
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